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INTRODUCTION
To create the embryonic heart tube, bilateral groups of
cardiomyocytes move towards the midline, merge through a
process called cardiac fusion, and organize into a cylinder (Bakkers
et al., 2009; Schoenebeck and Yelon, 2007). The regulation of these
cell behaviors requires a combination of the qualities of the
extracellular environment that facilitate cell behavior and the
inherent traits of the cardiomyocytes that control their motility.
However, the mechanisms that coordinate extrinsic and intrinsic
influences on morphogenesis remain poorly understood.

Mutations that disrupt cardiomyocyte movement have revealed
several extracellular requirements for cardiac fusion. For example,
cardiac fusion depends upon cues from the endoderm: in zebrafish
and mouse, mutations that disrupt anterior endoderm specification
inhibit fusion, causing two separate hearts to form in lateral
positions, a condition known as cardia bifida (e.g. Kuo et al., 1997;
Molkentin et al., 1997; Reiter et al., 1999). Additionally, cardia
bifida is caused by mutations that disrupt sphingosine-1-phosphate
signaling, which is essential for the integrity of the anterior
endoderm (Kupperman et al., 2000; Osborne et al., 2008).
Furthermore, the presence of the extracellular matrix (ECM) has a
potent influence on cardiomyocyte movement. Inhibition of
Fibronectin (Fn) function in zebrafish, mouse or chick causes
cardia bifida (George et al., 1997; Linask and Lash, 1988; Trinh
and Stainier, 2004), as does the impairment of ECM assembly due
to loss of function of the proteoglycan Syndecan 2 (Arrington and
Yost, 2009).

Cell-intrinsic factors also contribute to the regulation of
cardiomyocyte movement. For example, the myocardial
transcription factor Hand2 plays a key role during cardiac fusion:
in zebrafish hand2 mutants, small clusters of cardiomyocytes
appear trapped bilaterally (Yelon et al., 2000). This cardia bifida
phenotype does not result from endodermal defects, as the
anterior endoderm appears normal in hand2 mutants (Wendl et
al., 2007). However, the hand2 mutant myocardium exhibits
abnormal epithelial polarity and disorganized Fn deposition
(Trinh et al., 2005). These defects appear unrelated to the
reduced number of cardiomyocytes in hand2 mutants because
embryos lacking gata5 have a similarly small number of
cardiomyocytes and do not exhibit problems with polarity or Fn
deposition (Trinh et al., 2005). It is not yet clear whether
regulation of cardiomyocyte movement by Hand2 is a
consequence of its role in myocardial polarization or its role in
ECM deposition. Moreover, it is not known which effector genes
downstream of Hand2 execute its morphogenetic functions.
Although a few myocardial differentiation genes are known to
be regulated by Hand2 [e.g. -MHC, Irx4, Nppa (Bruneau et al.,
2000; Dai et al., 2002; Thattaliyath et al., 2002)], none of these
appears to be relevant to its role in cardiac fusion.

Here, we provide the first genetic link between Hand2 and a
downstream effector by which it mediates morphogenesis. Mosaic
analysis demonstrates that the influence of hand2 on
cardiomyocyte movement is not cell autonomous. Furthermore, we
find an inverse relationship between hand2 and fibronectin 1 (fn1)
function: hand2 mutants exhibit heightened fn1 expression, and
overexpression of hand2 reduces levels of Fn. Increased Fn1
function appears responsible for inhibition of cardiomyocyte
movement in hand2 mutants: reduction of fn1 levels can rescue
cardiac fusion in the absence of hand2. Together, our data provide
a novel example of a tissue creating an appropriate environment for
its own morphogenesis: the Hand2 pathway establishes a favorable
milieu for cardiac fusion through negative regulation of Fn1
function.
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SUMMARY
Heart formation requires the fusion of bilateral cardiomyocyte populations as they move towards the embryonic midline. The
bHLH transcription factor Hand2 is essential for cardiac fusion; however, the effector genes that execute this function of Hand2
are unknown. Here, we provide in zebrafish the first evidence for a downstream component of the Hand2 pathway that
mediates cardiac morphogenesis. Although hand2 is expressed in cardiomyocytes, mosaic analysis demonstrates that it plays a
non-autonomous role in regulating cardiomyocyte movement. Gene expression profiles reveal heightened expression of
fibronectin 1 (fn1) in hand2 mutant embryos. Reciprocally, overexpression of hand2 leads to decreased Fibronectin levels.
Furthermore, reduction of fn1 function enables rescue of cardiac fusion in hand2 mutants: bilateral cardiomyocyte populations
merge and exhibit improved tissue architecture, albeit without major changes in apicobasal polarity. Together, our data provide a
novel example of a tissue creating a favorable environment for its morphogenesis: the Hand2 pathway establishes an appropriate
environment for cardiac fusion through negative modulation of Fn1 levels.
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MATERIALS AND METHODS
Zebrafish
The following zebrafish strains were used: hans6 (Yelon et al., 2000),
nattl43c (Trinh and Stainier, 2004), Tg(myl7:egfp)twu277 (Huang et al., 2003)
and Tg(myl7:dsredt4)sk74, a stable line carrying a previously described
transgene (Auman et al., 2007).

Transplantation
Blastomere transplantation was performed as described previously (Thomas
et al., 2008). Donor and host embryos carried either Tg(myl7:egfp) or
Tg(myl7:dsredt4), facilitating distinction of cardiomyocyte origins.
Intercrosses of han heterozygotes were used to generate donor or host
embryos as appropriate. When necessary, donors were retained for
genotyping. Confocal images of mosaic embryos were obtained using a Zeiss
LSM510 microscope and analyzed with Volocity software (Improvision).

Microarrays and qRT-PCR
Gene expression profiles from wild-type and han mutant embryos at 19
hours post-fertilization (hpf) were compared using Affymetrix zebrafish
GeneChips. Examination of Tg(myl7:egfp) expression allowed sorting of
han mutant embryos from their wild-type siblings. For each microarray, we
extracted 3-9 mg of RNA from 10-25 embryos using the RNeasy Kit
(Qiagen). Triplicate samples were processed by the Genomics Core
Laboratory at the Memorial Sloan-Kettering Cancer Center, and clustering
analysis was performed using ArrayAssist software (Stratagene). For
validation of results, we extracted RNA using the RNAqueous-4PCR Kit
(Ambion), synthesized cDNA using the iScript Kit (Bio-Rad), performed
quantitative (q) RT-PCR using SYBR Green with the iCycler system 
(Bio-Rad), and analyzed the data using the comparative CT method
(Schmittgen and Livak, 2008). Microarray data have been deposited at the
GEO repository with accession number GSE23381.

Injection
Embryos were injected at the one-cell stage with 200 pg hand2 mRNA
(Yelon et al., 2000) or 2.5 ng of anti-apkci morpholino (Rohr et al., 2006).

Immunofluorescence
Embryos were fixed in 4% paraformaldehyde for 1 hour at room
temperature. Following cryosectioning (10 mm), antibody staining was
performed as described previously (Trinh and Stainier, 2004) using the
following antibodies: rabbit anti-Fn (Sigma F3648), 1:100; rabbit anti-
aPKC (Santa Cruz Biotechnology SC-216), 1:1000; mouse anti-b-catenin
(Sigma C7207), 1:500; and mouse anti-ZO-1 (Zymed 33-9100), 1:200.
Secondary antibodies were goat anti-mouse Alexa Fluor 594 and 647 and
goat anti-rabbit Alexa Fluor 594 and 647 (Molecular Probes). Confocal
images were obtained using Zeiss LSM510 and Leica SP5 microscopes
and analyzed with Imaris 6.2 software (Bitplane).

In situ hybridization
In situ hybridization was performed as described previously (Thomas et al.,
2008). Images were captured with a Zeiss M2Bio microscope and a Zeiss
AxioCam and were processed with Zeiss AxioVision and Adobe
Photoshop software.

Genotyping
PCR genotyping for the deletion allele hans6 was performed as described
previously (Yelon et al., 2000). han+/+ and han+/– embryos are
indistinguishable by PCR and are therefore labeled as han+/?. PCR
genotyping of nattl43c was performed using primers 5�-
TTATCTGGGCAGCACGCTTC-3� and 5�-CATCCACCA CAAT -
GTCTCAAAGAG-3� to generate a 119 bp fragment. Digestion of the
mutant allele with MseI creates 55 and 64 bp fragments.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The role of hand2 during cardiac fusion is not cell
autonomous
In zebrafish, hand2 is expressed throughout the embryonic heart
field, and its expression persists in cardiomyocytes as they undergo
morphogenesis (Schoenebeck et al., 2007; Yelon et al., 2000). To

test whether hand2 is required in a cell-autonomous fashion for
cardiomyocyte movement, we conducted reciprocal transplantation
experiments, exchanging blastomeres between wild-type and
hand2 (hans6) mutant embryos and assessing the myocardial
contributions of donor-derived cells. Strikingly, han mutant cells
behaved indistinguishably from wild-type cells when transplanted
into a wild-type host (Fig. 1A,B). All han donor-derived
cardiomyocytes moved towards the midline and integrated
normally into the heart (Fig. 1A,B,E), suggesting a non-
autonomous role for hand2 during cardiac fusion. The reciprocal
experiment yielded compatible results. Wild-type cells behaved like
han mutant cells when transplanted into a han mutant host: wild-
type donor-derived cardiomyocytes always clustered laterally with
han mutant cardiomyocytes and never moved independently
towards the midline (Fig. 1C-E). Therefore, the movement of an
individual cardiomyocyte depends on hand2 function in its
environment, rather than on the cell-intrinsic expression of hand2.
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Fig. 1. The role of hand2 in promoting cardiac fusion is not cell
autonomous. (A-D)Confocal projections of mosaic hearts in live
zebrafish embryos. (A-C)Lateral views, dorsal up. (D)Lateral view,
dorsal down. (A,B)Wild-type host hearts expressing Tg(myl7:dsredt4)
with integrated donor-derived cells expressing Tg(myl7:egfp) from wild-
type (A) or han mutant (B) donors. Cells from wild-type or han mutant
donors integrate indistinguishably into wild-type host hearts.
(C,D)Wild-type (C) or han mutant (D) hosts expressing Tg(myl7:egfp)
with integrated wild-type donor-derived cells expressing
Tg(myl7:dsredt4). (D)In han mutant hosts, wild-type cells behave
abnormally, remaining associated with lateral clusters of han mutant
cardiomyocytes. Only the right-hand cluster is visible in this lateral view.
Dotted lines indicate the embryo/yolk border (upper) and eye border
(lower). Comparable clusters were observed in all nine chimeras
examined, and no donor-derived cardiomyocytes were found outside of
the clusters or at the midline. Scale bar: 100mm. (E)Summary of results,
indicating the ratio of hosts with donor-derived cardiomyocytes to all
host embryos screened and the integration of donor-derived
cardiomyocytes into the midline heart or lateral clusters.
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It is interesting to note that han donor-derived cells became
cardiomyocytes less often than wild-type donor-derived cells when
transplanted into wild-type hosts (P0.056, normal approximation
of the 2 test). The observed ~40% reduction in the frequency of
han donor-derived myocardial contribution mirrors the ~40%
reduction in the production of cardiomyocytes by the han mutant
heart field (Schoenebeck et al., 2007). By contrast, wild-type
donor-derived cells became cardiomyocytes with similar
frequencies in wild-type or han mutant hosts (P0.44), suggesting
a cell-autonomous function for hand2 during cardiomyocyte
production. Thus, our transplantation data point to the surprising
conclusion that the myocardial transcription factor gene hand2
plays a non-autonomous role in promoting cardiac fusion,
seemingly independent of its cell-autonomous role in promoting
myocardial differentiation.

The Hand2 pathway limits Fibronectin levels
To identify downstream components of the Hand2 pathway that
influence the extracellular environment during cardiac fusion, we
used microarrays to compare the gene expression profiles of han
mutant embryos and their wild-type siblings (see Fig. S1 in the
supplementary material). We identified 35 transcripts with a greater
than 1.5-fold change in expression level in han mutants (see Table
S1 in the supplementary material). Nine of these transcripts were
downregulated, including hand2, myl7 and vmhc, as expected for
han mutants (Yelon et al., 2000). Among the 26 upregulated
transcripts, our attention was drawn to fn1 (see Fig. S1C in the
supplementary material) because of its potential impact on the
extracellular environment. Heightened fn1 expression may
contribute to the disorganized Fn deposition in han mutants (Trinh
et al., 2005), which had not previously been suggested to have a
transcriptional basis.

To examine further the relationship between hand2 function and
fn1 expression, we investigated the effects of hand2
overexpression. Strikingly, embryos injected with hand2 mRNA
exhibited significant reductions in Fn deposition adjacent to the
myocardium and in fn1 gene expression (Fig. 2D-I and see Fig. S2
in the supplementary material). Fittingly, embryos overexpressing
hand2 also shared several phenotypes with fn1 mutants [nattl43c

(Trinh and Stainier, 2004)], including delayed cardiac fusion (Fig.
2A-C), occasional scattered cardiomyocytes (Fig. 2B,C), and
disorganization of the myocardial monolayer (Fig. 2D-F). Together,
the phenotypes of han mutants and hand2-overexpressing embryos
indicate that the Hand2 pathway negatively impacts fn1 expression
levels.

Reduction of fn1 function rescues cardiac fusion
in hand2 mutants
Our data suggested that hand2 loss of function could have a non-
autonomous effect on cardiac fusion by elevating the levels of Fn
in the extracellular environment, thereby inhibiting cardiomyocyte
movement. To test this hypothesis, we employed the nattl43c

mutation to reduce fn1 gene dosage in han mutants. Remarkably,
heterozygosity for nat rescued cardiac fusion in han mutants (Fig.
3A,B,E-G,J). In han–/–;nat+/– embryos, bilateral populations of
cardiomyocytes fused together at the midline (Fig. 3E,J), which
never occurred in han–/– mutants (Fig. 3B,G). Although fusion
advanced slowly in han–/–;nat+/– embryos (Fig. 3A,E,F,J), heart
tube assembly did proceed beyond fusion and typically ceased
during heart tube extension (Fig. 3O). By contrast, han–/–;nat–/–

embryos (Fig. 3D,I) exhibited cardia bifida, as in both han–/– and
nat–/– embryos (Fig. 3B,C,G,H). Therefore, precise modulation of
Fn1 levels is essential to facilitate cardiac fusion. Whereas previous
studies have shown that loss of fn1 hinders cardiomyocyte motility
(Trinh and Stainier, 2004), our data show that an excess of fn1 is
similarly deleterious to cardiac fusion. Moreover, the activity of the
Hand2 pathway plays a crucial role in preventing excessive Fn1
levels.

We observed a similar trend in the effects of fn1 gene dosage on
a previously unappreciated endocardial defect in han–/– mutants.
While myocardial fusion is underway in wild-type embryos,
bilateral populations of endocardial cells move towards the
midline, where they create an endocardial sheet that gradually
shifts leftward as the heart tube extends (Fig. 3P) (Bussmann et al.,
2007). In han–/– mutants (Fig. 3Q), the endocardial sheet did not
exhibit the same degree of anterior-posterior spreading as in wild-
type embryos. Endocardial spreading was also defective in nat–/–

and han–/–;nat–/– embryos (Fig. 3R,S). However, in han–/–;nat+/–
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Fig. 2. hand2 overexpression reduces Fn
deposition. (A-C)In situ hybridization for myl7.
Dorsal views, anterior up. Zebrafish embryos
overexpressing hand2 (B) and nat mutant embryos
(C) exhibit scattered cardiomyocytes (arrowheads),
as well as delayed cardiac fusion. (D-I)Transverse
confocal sections of the left lateral mesoderm in
embryos expressing Tg(myl7:egfp) (green). Dorsal
is up. Immunofluorescence detects ZO-1 (red) and
Fn (blue). In contrast to the wild-type monolayer
(D), cardiomyocytes are disorganized and
multilayered in hand2-overexpressing embryos (E)
and nat mutants (F). Furthermore, the deposition
of Fn basal to the myocardium (G, arrowheads) is
significantly reduced in hand2-overexpressing
embryos (H; also see Fig. S2 in the supplementary
material) and absent in nat mutants (I). Scale bars:
50mm in A-C; 10mm in D-I.
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embryos, anterior-posterior endocardial spreading appeared to be
rescued (Fig. 3T). Thus, the impact of Hand2 function on the levels
of Fn in the extracellular environment might explain its effect on
the morphogenesis of the endocardium, which lacks hand2
expression (Schoenebeck et al., 2007).

Despite the amelioration of myocardial and endocardial
morphogenesis, not all aspects of the han mutant phenotype were
rescued in han–/–;nat+/– embryos. For example, han–/–;nat+/–

embryos exhibited only a minor improvement in cardiomyocyte
production compared with han–/– mutants (see Fig. S3 in the
supplementary material), consistent with a cell-autonomous role of
hand2 during myocardial differentiation (Fig. 1). Additionally, the
forelimb field in han–/–;nat+/– embryos failed to condense into a
bud of pectoral fin mesenchyme, just as in han–/– mutants (Fig.
3U,V,Y).

Improvement of myocardial fusion and tissue
architecture without rescue of epithelial polarity
The arrested heart tube extension in han–/–;nat+/– embryos (Fig.
3O) resembles the cardiac phenotype in zebrafish apkci (heart and
soul; has; prkci – Zebrafish Information Network) mutants, in
which myocardial apicobasal polarity is aberrant (Horne-Badovinac
et al., 2001; Peterson et al., 2001). We therefore examined whether
the rescue of fusion in han–/–;nat+/– embryos occurs without rescue
of the han–/– polarity defects. Whereas wild-type cardiomyocytes
form an epithelium with basolateral localization of b-catenin, apical
distribution of aPKC, lateral localization of ZO-1 (Tjp1 – Zebrafish
Information Network) and basal distribution of Fn (Trinh and
Stainier, 2004), han mutant cardiomyocytes lacked all of these
polarized features (Fig. 4D,E,G,H,J,K and see Fig. S4D,E,G,H,J,K

in the supplementary material) (Trinh et al., 2005). Furthermore,
tissue organization was aberrant in han mutants, with dispersed
clusters of cardiomyocytes rather than a cohesive monolayer (Fig.
4A,B and see Fig. S4A,B in the supplementary material). In
han–/–;nat+/– embryos, myocardial tissue architecture was
improved, with cardiomyocytes tending to create a laterally aligned
monolayer (Fig. 4C and see Fig. S4C in the supplementary
material). Additionally, han–/–;nat+/– cardiomyocytes exhibited
improved basal Fn deposition (Fig. 4I,L). However, no other
polarized features were rescued in han–/–;nat+/– cardiomyocytes:
localization of ZO-1, aPKC and b-catenin was inconsistent and
diffuse (Fig. 4F,L and see Fig. S4F,I,L in the supplementary
material). Thus, the han–/–;nat+/– phenotype is reminiscent of the
effects of apkci loss of function, which disrupts multiple indicators
of myocardial apicobasal polarity but does not hinder basal Fn
deposition (see Fig. S5 in the supplementary material).

It is interesting to note that apkci loss of function results in
heightened fn1 expression (see Fig. S5K in the supplementary
material), suggesting that the increased fn1 expression in han mutants
could be an indirect consequence of myocardial polarity defects.
However, the decreased fn1 expression in embryos overexpressing
hand2 (see Fig. S2D in the supplementary material) indicates that,
although polarity defects may contribute to the enhanced fn1
expression in han mutants, it is likely that there is additional
complexity to the regulatory relationship between hand2 and fn1. We
therefore propose that the Hand2 pathway regulates cardiac
morphogenesis through two distinct mechanisms: by limiting Fn
levels it controls myocardial cohesion and movement towards the
midline; and through independent effectors it establishes the
apicobasal polarity that is essential for heart tube extension.
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Fig. 3. Reduction of fn1 function rescues
cardiac fusion in hand2 mutants. In situ
hybridizations for the indicated genes. Dorsal
views, anterior up. Zebrafish embryos were
genotyped by PCR following imaging, and all
phenotypes were found to be consistent; for
example, the rescue observed in E was seen in a
total of 18 embryos from three independent
clutches. (A-J)Cardiac fusion progresses in wild-
type and han–/–;nat+/– embryos, whereas cardia
bifida is present in han, nat and han–/–;nat–/–

embryos. (K-O)In contrast to the wild-type midline
heart, a cardiac cone forms in han–/–;nat+/–

embryos, a bifurcated heart forms in nat mutants,
and cardia bifida is seen in han and han–/–;nat–/–

embryos. The nat cardiac phenotype varies,
ranging from a midline heart to cardia bifida (Trinh
and Stainier, 2004). (P-T)Endocardial sheet
formation in wild-type and han–/–;nat+/– embryos
contrasts with the dysmorphic endocardium in
han, nat and han–/–;nat–/– embryos. Red ovals
mark the extent of anterior-posterior spreading of
the endocardial sheet in wild-type and
han–/–;nat+/– embryos; this spreading appears
inadequate in han, nat and han–/–;nat–/– embryos,
either due to morphogenesis or cell number
defects. In addition to its endothelial expression,
fli1a is expressed in branchial arch mesenchyme
(asterisks). (U-Y)The failure of pectoral fin
mesenchyme development in han embryos is not
modified by altering nat function, in contrast to
the normal fin mesenchyme observed in wild-type
or nat embryos. Scale bars: 50mm.
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The Hand2 pathway regulates cardiac
morphogenesis by modulating the extracellular
environment
Altogether, our data suggest an intriguing model in which
cardiomyocytes create an appropriate environment for their own
morphogenesis through negative modulation of ECM deposition.
Thus, we provide the first evidence that overabundant ECM
deposition can be just as detrimental as inefficient ECM deposition
to the progress of cardiomyocyte movement. Furthermore, the
genetic relationship between hand2 and fn1 provides the first
demonstration of a downstream component of the Hand2 pathway
with a role in determining its cardiac morphogenetic outcomes.

It is interesting to consider the possible mechanisms by which
overabundant Fn inhibits cardiac fusion. Excess Fn could create a
particularly sticky environment that restricts cell movement.
Additionally, high levels of Fn could trigger inappropriate levels of
integrin signaling within cardiomyocytes, possibly hindering cell
motility. Alternatively, excess Fn might limit the distribution of a
diffusible factor that is necessary to stimulate cardiomyocyte
movement; a number of factors, such as FGFs (Harada et al.,
2009), are dependent upon the ECM for their diffusion, but it is not
yet known whether any of these drive cardiac fusion. All of these

scenarios would necessitate negative regulation of Fn function in
order to advance morphogenesis. In an interesting parallel, a recent
study has indicated that gut looping requires Hand2-dependent
matrix metalloproteinase activity, suggesting that Hand2 acts to
modulate the ECM during multiple aspects of morphogenesis,
potentially through different downstream genes (Yin et al., 2010).

In future studies, it will be interesting to address the
conservation of the relationship between hand2 and fn1. The role
of Hand2 during cardiac fusion has not been studied in mouse
and might be obscured by co-expression of Hand1 (McFadden
et al., 2005). Nevertheless, it is possible that excess Fn could be
responsible for the abnormal cardiomyocyte morphology and
excessive cardiac jelly that result from conditional deletion of
Hand1 in Hand2 knockout mice (McFadden et al., 2005).
Furthermore, it will be important to determine the molecular
nature of the relationship between hand2 and fn1: Hand2 might
directly engage fn1 regulatory regions, which are as yet
uncharacterized, or it might influence fn1 transcription indirectly
through additional downstream intermediates. Overall, however
direct or indirect, the regulation of Fn levels by the Hand2
pathway provides an appealing paradigm for the means by which
a tissue can create the extracellular conditions that pave the way
for its morphogenesis.
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Supplemental Table S1.

Transcriptional profiling reveals gene expression differences in hand2 mutants

Probe set Gene Fold change p value
Dr.8328.1.S1_at hand2 - 5.270 8.53E-04

Dr.16219.1.A1_at - 2.764 0.011
Dr.642.1.S1_at myl7 - 2.445 0.003

Dr.8379.1.S1_at LOC573558 - 2.146 0.044
Dr.10607.1.A1_at vmhc - 2.133 0.017
Dr.7897.1.A1_at wu:fe24c01 - 1.874 0.005
Dr.3113.2.A1_at zgc:91844 - 1.712 0.008
Dr.8176.1.S1_at pax5 - 1.590 0.042
Dr.20019.1.S1_at thy1 - 1.506 0.019
Dr.3300.1.S1_at LOC564312 + 1.508 0.047
Dr.17711.1.S1_at ret1 + 1.512 0.032
Dr.22498.1.A1_at itga5 + 1.513 0.038
Dr.21394.1.S1_at LOC559746 + 1.521 0.033
Dr.17582.1.A1_at + 1.548 0.028
Dr.12836.2.A1_at id2b + 1.579 0.049
Dr.13902.1.S1_at nbce1 + 1.586 0.041
Dr.10475.1.A1_at + 1.601 0.017
Dr.12315.1.A1_at + 1.604 0.019

Dr.20398.1.A1_x_at acsl1 + 1.624 0.020
Dr.11707.2.A1_at smox + 1.631 0.011
Dr.5094.3.A1_at smu1 + 1.649 0.027
Dr.16088.2.S1_at kctd12.2 + 1.669 0.008
Dr.4925.1.S1_at cygb + 1.684 0.045

Dr.16297.1.A1_at + 1.692 0.021
Dr.12942.1.S1_at LOC402976 + 1.730 0.046
Dr.14662.1.S2_at tcf2 + 1.748 0.030
Dr.20398.1.A1_at acsl1 + 1.750 0.024
Dr.5842.1.A1_at + 1.888 0.049
Dr.19965.1.S1_at fn1 + 2.004 0.036
Dr.3609.1.S1_at cdh17 + 2.176 0.042

Dr.14035.2.A1_at LOC567858 + 2.394 0.010
Dr.10719.1.S1_at atp1a1a.4 + 2.398 0.045
Dr.12596.1.S1_at cldnc + 2.595 0.035
Dr.15418.1.S1_at wu:fc23f06 + 2.982 0.048
Dr.12000.1.S1_at LOC565439 + 3.094 0.029

For each of the 35 genes exhibiting a >1.5-fold difference in gene expression in hand2
mutants relative to their wild-type siblings, the Affymetrix probe set, gene name (if
assigned), fold change in hand2 mutants, and statistical significance of our results from
triplicate samples are provided.
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